Administrative Stuff

- Reading: ch 3. Start ch. 4
- Reading list posted on website
- Code, pictures posted from last time. Try to review
- Assignment 2 posted. Why no loops, etc?

Career Stuff. Protiviti

- Email message from Professor Pine-Simon
- Today at 5
- SERC 358. Lounge
- Mailing list. I've asked.

Last Time

- "shortcut" operators, e.g., += -= *= ++ --
- java's for loop
- scope
- constants
- functions with parameters
  - copy parameters to function
  - passed by position, not name
  - remember that within the function you're working with a copy
- functions with returns
  - copy value back to caller
  - value copied to what's to the left of the = operator
functions are important!

- first way you learn how to break big problems into smaller ones
- be sure to understand:
  - parameter passing
  - returns
  - scope